
YOUR TASKS:

To our new project, for global Brand, we are looking for candidates for the following position:

Customer Service Agent with Dutch

Customer Service Agent
with Dutch

first level email support in Dutch,

cooperation with other departments of the company regarding customer inquiries.

IF:
you are fluent in Dutch,

you are communicative in English,

you are ready for the minimum of 80 hours of work monthly, with the possibility 
of up to 120 hours,

you know the MS Office package well,

you have excellent communication and well-developed interpersonal skills,

you have the ability to deal professionally with customers in a foreign language,

you are customer and goal oriented and want to develop your skills at work. 

WE OFFER:
attractive salary per hour and high incentive bonus,

recommendation bonuses - we are open to the opportunity of working with friends,

the training package and the support of experienced trainers and managers, 

competencies development opportunities and other motivational programs,

free dress code and a very good atmosphere at work :)

Join our Team in Warsaw!
We are connected by all things that make us different - that is why our teams are created by people who 

want and are able to be themselves. We are the largest call center group in Poland, with offices in over 10 

cities. Currently, to our team in Warsaw, we are looking for candidates who are proficient in Dutch language 

and are willing to start the exciting journey on our new project related to the international sport events. If the 

enthusiasm and a good atmosphere at work is important for you, join us and be a part of the team with the 

best player on the market.  Face interesting and ambitious challenges, get more work experience and 

develop your skills in a new role. There is a lot of knowledge waiting for you! 

MOB.:+48 224 440 444    E-MAIL:HRW@CCP.COM.PLAplly >>


